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We have studied the electronic states in one- to five-layers-thick Ag films on Vs100d, by means ofab initio
density-functional calculations. Due to the mismatch of the electronic structure of Ag and V, quantum-well
states of bothsp andd character localized on Ag films are formed. We find that the hybridization of the Ag
quantum-well states with the V orbitals is nevertheless important, and must be taken into account in order to
fully understand the observed properties, in particular the energies and the dispersion of the photoemission
peaks in angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy experiments.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Ultrathin metallic films grown on a different metal sub-
strate show interesting structural and electronic properties.
Some grow in registry with the substrate, while others form a
variety of commensurate or incommensurate structures, de-
velop grain boundaries, etc. Of particular interest are the sys-
tems which exhibit quantum size effectssQSEd, where the
electronic states in the films, with thickness typically from
one up to several tens of layers, show quantized motion in
the direction perpendicular to the surface plane. Quantum-
well sQWd states or quantum-well resonances can be formed,
depending on the degree of mismatch between the electronic
structure of the two metals, and the properties can vary a lot
over the extent of the two-dimensional surface Brillouin
zonesBZd.

Several experimental techniques can be used to probe the
electronic properties of thin metallic films, and in particular
the quantum-well states. For an overview see, e.g., a recent
review paper.1 Most commonly used are angle-resolved pho-
toemission spectroscopysARPESd and the scanning tunnel-
ing microscopysSTMd. ARPES has been used mostly in the
normal emission mode, i.e., in the direction perpendicular to
the surface, but angularly resolved spectra in off-normal di-
rections make it possible to study the band structure along
any direction of the surface Brillouin zone.2,3 The photoemis-
sion spectroscopy probes a macroscopic surface region, de-
termined by the size of the incoming photon beam, which
means it is best suited for systems of uniform thickness. A
well known example of this kind are silver films on a
Fes100d whisker, which can be grown up to 120 macroscopi-
cally uniform atomic layers.4 STM is a nanoscopically local
method, and offers the possibility to study local structures,
such as islands, chains, dots, etc. With the scanning tunneling
spectroscopysSTSd technique, in which the differential con-
ductancesdI /dVd is measured, one can reliably determine
the energy of quantized electronic states in the range of ap-
proximately 1 eV below and above the Fermi level. The con-
stant current STM technique can also give important infor-
mation about the surface electronic structure, in particular by
direct imaging of standing waves formed around surface de-
fects in the low bias voltagesand usually low temperatured
regime, and taking the Fourier transform. This method is

known as Fourier transform scanning tunneling microscopy
sFT-STMd.5

In this paper, we study the properties of thin films of
silver on a Vs100d surface. The films can be grown pseudo-
morphically, i.e., in registry with the substrate, up to a thick-
ness of at least ten layers. It has been recently shown that, by
using an appropriate deposition and annealing procedure,
films of very high quality can be obtained even on a Vs100d
surface with oxygen-induceds531d reconstruction, because
silver atoms displace oxygen and lift the reconstruction.6 The
silver films grow ass111d layers of fcc structure, slightly
tetragonally distorted due to a small mismatch of interatomic
distances of the two lattices. The electronic properties of this
system are very interesting, due to the profound difference of
the band structure of the two metals. In bulk vanadium, thes
bands extend approximately from 2.5 to 7 eV below the
Fermi level, while thed bands exist between the Fermi level
down to 3 eV. The order is reverse in bulk silver which has
d bands between 3.5 and 6 eV below the Fermi level, and the
broadsp bands extend from the Fermi level down to 7 eV.
This symmetry mismatch is particularly important in the cen-
ter of the two-dimensional Brillouin zone of the V-Ags100d
interface, where it amounts to asymmetry gapwhich pre-
vents hybridization of certain electron bands across the inter-
face. In ultrathin Ag films on Vs100d, it has a consequence
that both thesp orbitals of Ag close to the Fermi level andd
orbitals at larger binding energies form QW states which are
mostly localized within the Ag layers. In normal ARPES,
which selects electronic states at the center of the two-
dimensional Brillouin zone, the QW states appear as strong
narrow peaks.7,8

A number of approaches have been used in the past in
order to describe the electronic properties, in particular the
QW states, in ultrathin metallic films. Quasi-one-dimensional
models, such as a square well potential9 or the phase accu-
mulation model,10 have been successfully used to interpret
the energies of QW states. More sophisticated methods have
also been used, such as the tight-binding approach11 and
layer-Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker approach.12 In a few systems
the QW states have been investigated by self-consistent
density-functional calculations.13,14 There are strong reasons
to use theab initio methods. First, there are no adjustable
parameters, and a wide range of calculated structural and
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electronic properties offer the possibility of a detailed com-
parison with experiments. Also, quantities such as the ex-
pected STM profiles and the amplitudes of the wave func-
tions of the QW states, which cannot be obtained in simple
approaches, can be calculated.

In a recent paper, we have reported ourab initio calcula-
tions of the structure of the Ag/Vs100d system.6 We used the
density-functional theorysDFTd approach and calculated the
structure and the total energy of silver films on the Vs100d
surface from one to five layers thick. The calculated inter-
layer distances, step heights, work functions, and other quan-
tities were in excellent agreement with the experimental
findings. In this work, we use the same method to calculate
theelectronicproperties of the Ag/Vs100d system and com-
pare the results with photoemission experiments.

II. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF Ag/V „100… FILMS

STM experiments give important information on struc-
tural properties of Ag/Vs100d films, e.g., the disappearance
of the oxygen-assisteds135d reconstruction of the bare V
surface upon silver adsorption and annealing, the step
heights between Ag terraces of different number of layers,
etc. In STM images, the Ag terraces appear smooth, with
small corrugation of square symmetry corresponding to the
atomic structure. In a recent experiment, standing waves
around impurities15–17 have been observed, which indicates
that the motion of electrons with energies around the Fermi
level is largely two-dimensional, confined to the Ag films.
This is one of the rare examples where the oscillatory wave
patterns at metal surfaces have been observed at room tem-
perature.

In photoemission spectra along the surface normal, the
quantum-well states of predominantlysp character appear as
strong well-defined peaks in the energy region between the
Fermi level and 2.5 eV below it. They are narrow and the
position of the maximum does not depend on the energy of
the incident light, which means that they are localized on the
silver films. The peak position is a characteristic of the num-
ber of Ag layers, and the appearance of one or more peaks in
the photoemission spectra can be used to determine the
thickness and the degree of perfection of the films. Off-
normal photoemission measurements make it possible to de-
termine the dispersion relation of the QW states.18 Away
from the center of the surface Brillouin zone, i.e., at finiteki,
the photoemission peaks of the QW states broaden and the
dependence uponki often deviates from the parabolic free-
electron behavior. Several of the theoretical approaches men-
tioned in the Introduction have been used to treat thesp QW
states of Ag/Vs100d films, including a simple square
potential,19 the phase accumulation model,19 the layer-
Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker approach,12 and the tight-binding
calculations.8 These calculations have made it possible to
assign the experimentally observed QW states to different
families according to the number of nodes of the wave func-
tion, for up to eight layers or so.12

The energy region from 2.5 to 7 eV below the Fermi
level in photoemission is dominated by features derived from
d bands of Ag. A number of sharp peaks are observed in

normal photoemission, implying that somed orbitals form
QW states localized within silver films.

III. CALCULATIONS

The density-functional calculations were performed using
the DACAPO program with ultrasoft pseudopotentials for the
Perdew-Wang exchange-correlation functional, in the gener-
alized gradient approximationsGGAd. The computational
procedure has been described in considerable details in Ref.
6, and here we only give a brief overview. Seven layers of
vanadium were used to describe the bcc Vs100d substrate, on
which one to five silver layers were added. Since periodic
boundary conditions were used in all three spatial directions,
a layer of vacuum of around 15 Å was added on top of silver.
The structure was allowed to fully relax in the direction per-
pendicular to the surface, except for the three bottom V lay-
ers, which were kept fixed at the bulk interatomic distance.
We used a mesh of 12312 k points in the directions along
the surface plane. Once the full self-consistency of the re-
laxed structure was achieved, we made additional calcula-
tions with many morek points stypically 36 from the center
to the edge of the BZd along the two high-symmetry direc-
tions of the surface Brillouin zone, in order to obtain the
dispersion relations and the wave functions of the Kohn-
Sham eigenstates in more detail. Since in these calculations
the k points do not cover uniformly the whole two-
dimensional Brillouin zone, the potential determined before-
hand in self-consistent calculations is used.

We use the calculated electronic eigenstate energies and
wave functions for comparison with experiments, in particu-
lar photoemission. However, the Kohn-Sham density-
functional approach is designed primarily for an accurate cal-
culation of the total energy of the system. By varying the
positions of the atoms, one can determine the equilibrium
atomic configuration, the interatomic potential around the
equilibrium, etc. The electronic eigenstates are obtained as
an intermediate result and their quality and suitability for the
description of various electronic processes is not guaranteed.
The method is particularly unreliable for empty electronic
states above the Fermi level, which do not contribute to-
wards the total energy of the system and are therefore not
included in the energy functional. In fact, it is possible to
perform the DFT calculations using just enough orbitals to
accommodate all the electrons, at the expense of the rate of
convergence, in which case the empty states will be obvi-
ously inadequate. Even if sufficiently many orbitals are in-
cluded, the vacuum layer separating the films in the direction
perpendicular to the surface may not be large enough to pre-
vent the coupling of states above the Fermi level due to a
finite probability of tunneling through the vacuum. Care
should be exerted if empty states are used, e.g., in the analy-
sis of STM images. Nevertheless, it has repeatedly been
found that, if adequate precaution is used, the calculated
electronic eigenstates yield a good description of the elec-
tronic structure of the solid. From comparison with other
calculations, we have concluded that our calculation indeed
gives good electronic structure, apart from somed bands of
silver being too close to the Fermi level, which will be dis-
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cussed in detail later on. Apparently, thed bands have been a
problem in a number of DFT calculations of the electronic
structure of noble metals.

IV. RESULTS AND COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT

A. The Kohn-Sham eigenstates

We first made density-functional calculations of an unsup-
ported Ag monolayersi.e., a layer of silver atoms surrounded
on both sides by vacuumd of the same geometry as Ag atoms
in a 1 ML film adsorbed on Vs100d. The energies of the
Kohn-Sham eigenstates are shown in Fig. 1, along the high-

symmetry directions of the surface Brillouin zoneḠ-X̄ and

Ḡ-M̄. The states between 2.5 and 4.5 eV binding energy with

relatively flat dispersion curves ared bands, while thes band
shows a free-electron-like dispersion and crosses the Fermi
level at aroundki=0.8 Å−1 in both calculated directions.
Around the center of the Brillouin zone thes orbitals also
contribute some weight to thedzz band, second from below,
which is possible as both belong to the same completely

symmetric representation of the symmetry group atḠ point.
Next we calculated the Kohn-Sham energy bands of bulk

vanadium and projected them onto the directions relevant for
the surface calculations. In Fig. 2sad, we show the bands
along theG -D-H direction, i.e., thekz direction in our sur-

face calculations, which projects onto theḠ point of the
s100d vanadium surface Brillouin zone. In Fig. 2sbd, we
show the bands in the high-symmetry directions of the sur-
face Brillouin zone, for 20 values ofkz. There are no true

energy gaps at or near theḠ point. However, according to
Fig. 2sad in the energy region between 2.3 eV and the Fermi
level, only states ofD2 symmetry exist. Consequently, the

electronic states of silver adlayers atḠ which are totally
rotationally symmetric with respect to thez axis si.e., s and
dzzd which fall in this energy range cannot hybridize with the
substrate bands. This is the so-calledsymmetry gapwhich
allows the existence of quantum-well states in adsorbate lay-
ers even when the substrate has no true energy gaps. Of
course, the symmetry incompatibility ceases to be exactly

true as soon as we move away from theḠ point. Thus we
expect that the photoemission peaks from such adsorbate
QW become broader when measured away from the normal
direction, i.e., for a finiteki. This is unlike the QW states on
substrates with a true energy gap, where narrow photoemis-
sion peaks can be observed for largeki, until they hit either
the Fermi level or the edge of a projected band.

At binding energies larger than approximately 3 eV, the
converse is true. According to Fig. 2, only electronic states of

the D1 symmetry exist at theḠ point, which implies that
there is a symmetry gap ford states other thandzz and the
respective QW states may occur.

FIG. 1. The energies of electronic states of an unsupported Ag
monolayer of square symmetry, with lattice constant corresponding
to interatomic distance on a Vs100d surface. The energies are cal-
culated using DFT, in the high-symmetry directions of the surface
Brillouin zone. In the center of the Brillouin zone, the character of
the states is, starting from the lowest energy,s1d dx2−y2, s2d dzz with
somes admixture,s3d,s4d degeneratedxz and dyz, s5d dxy, and s6d
predominantlys.

FIG. 2. The electronic structure of bulk vanadium.sad In the direction normal to the Vs100d surface. The bands are labeled by their group
representation.sbd Projection along high-symmetry directions of thes100d surface Brillouin zone, for 20 values ofkz.
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Finally, we come to the results for the combined
vanadium-silver systems. The dispersion relations of the
eigenstates for 1 ML and 2 ML Ag films on seven layers of
Vs100d, calculated as explained in Sec. III, are shown in
Figs. 3 and 4. The thin dotted lines in Fig. 3 are the results
for bare vanadium substrate consisting of seven layers,
which are similar to the bulk dispersion relations projected
onto the surface, Fig. 2sbd, but more coarsely spaced because
of the small number of layers. The full lines are the results of
the calculation with the silver adlayer. It is easy to recognize

the electronic states which are localized mostly in vanadium,
as they run very close to the dotted lines of the clean V, while
the states associated with silver do not have a corresponding
dotted line. The states which atki=0 have a large weight on
silver atoms are shown by thick lines around the center of the
Brillouin zone. The different line styles denote states of dif-
ferent symmetry, which has been deduced from the density
of states projected onto atomic orbitals. In the energy range
between the Fermi level and 2 eV, we have gone a step
further, and calculated the integral over the silver atoms of
the density of various eigenstates, for the full range ofki

vectors. The results are shown as lines of various thickness,
the thick segments corresponding to states localized at silver
atoms by more than around 35%. The reasoning behind this
approach is that the calculated integrals are roughly propor-
tional to the intensity of the photoemission peaks in ARPES
experiments, since photoelectrons originating from deeper
layers have a small probability of leaving the solid without
being scattered. The most prominent among the thick lines
are the quantum-well states with energy of 1.65 eV for 1 ML

and 0.66 eV for 2 ML films at theḠ point. They appear as
strong narrow peaks in ARPES experiments, as discussed in
the following subsection.

Comparing the states of 1 ML Ag films on vanadium, Fig.
3, with the states of the unsupported Ag monolayer, Fig. 1, it
is evident that the Agd bandssexceptdzzd, drawn by dashed
lines, are pulled down to lower energies, while the shape of
the dispersion curves remains quite similar. This can be at-
tributed to the fact that the effective potential well confining
the states within the Ag film is wider in the Ag/Vs100d case
than in thesrather unrealisticd self-standing Ag film, but oth-
erwise thed states do not hybridize significantly with the
vanadium substrate. The situation is very different in the case
of sp and dzz derived bands, which fall largely within the
energy range of the vanadiums band and hybridize strongly
with it. Around the center of the surface Brillouin zone, the
weight of the Ag sp orbitals is transferred mostly to the
quantum-well state at binding energy 1.65 eV mentioned in
the preceding paragraph, and to the state at 6.56 eV, just
below the lower edge of the vanadiums band. Thedzz state
swith some contribution of Agsp orbitalsd hybridizes
strongly with the vanadiums band and contributes to several
states, shown as thick gray lines. Their number would in-
crease if we used more than seven layers of V, while their
weight on Ag atoms would decrease. Finally, in the limit of a
thick vanadium substrate, a broad Agdzz−V s resonance
would appear.

A qualitative interpretation of the band structure of 2 ML
Ag films, Fig. 4, compared to the 1 ML results is that eachd
state localized on silver splits into two. Thesp-derived
quantum-well state with highest energy, well localized on
Ag, is now at 0.66 eV below the Fermi level.

B. Quantum-well states and resonances

In order to investigate in detail the character of quantum-
well states and resonances, we have made intensity plots of
the amplitudes of the wave functions of some Kohn-Sham
eigenstates. The wave functions shown in Fig. 5 are for 2

FIG. 3. Similar as Fig. 1, but for a monolayer of Ag on seven
layers of vanadiums100d sfull linesd and seven layers of V only
sdotted linesd. Around the center of the Brillouin zone, we have
denoted by thicker lines the states of the Ag/Vs100d system which
have a large amplitude on the silver layer. Black lines: states withs
character, gray lines: Ag states ofdzz symmetry, which hybridize
strongly with thes band of vanadium, dashed lines: Ag states of
otherd symmetries. In the region between 1.65 eV binding energy
and the Fermi level, we have calculated the magnitude of various
states on the silver layer, and represented it by lines of different
thickness. For a detailed discussion, see the text.

FIG. 4. Similar to Fig. 3, but for two layers of Ag on seven
layers of vanadium. The gray box denotes theE−k region, which
has been investigated experimentally by off-normal ARPES in Refs.
15 and 16.
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ML Ag films on V, but the results for 1 ML Ag films are
similar, although with fewer nodes along thez direction. We
plotted the wave functions at the center of the surface Bril-
louin zoneḠ where they can be expressed as a real function
by factoring out a constant complex phase. The wave func-
tion of thesp QW state atki=0, E=0.66 eV, is particularly
interesting. It is almost translationally invariant in the direc-
tions of the surface plane, with one node, as predicted by the
classification of states in the simple potential well models,
e.g., as shown in Fig. 10sdd in Ref. 1. However, it has an
unexpectedly large amplitude on the first one or two vana-
dium layers, which is contributed by orbitals ofdzz symme-
try. In fact, the sapproximated projection of the density of
states onto atomic orbitals of various symmetry shows that
the wave function consists of approximately half Agsp and
half V dzz orbitals. Although large on the first V layer, the
contribution of V orbitals decreases quickly and vanishes
within a couple of V layers, since these orbitals are pulled
out from their “natural” energiessi.e., the respective vana-
dium d bandsd and do not propagate into the vanadium bulk.

In Fig. 6, we show the square of the wave function of the
2 ML Ag QW state, for three values of the wave vectorki

along theḠ-M̄ direction. The functions are shown along the
z coordinate at a particularx0 andy0, chosen in such a way
that the line does not intersect any pseudopotential sphere

used in our calculation. This was done to avoid the strong
variation of the wave functions close to the atomic cores, but
apart from that the choice ofx0 and y0 is not significant,
since the amplitudes of the wave functions are almost trans-

FIG. 5. The wave functions of some electronic states in films of 2 ML Ag on seven layers of vanadium at theḠ point, in the plane along
x=y and perpendicular to the surface. The solid spheres hide the atomic cores, and the atomic pseudopotentials are defined at distances which
lie inside the spheres. The different shadings denote regions in which the wave functions have positive and negative values, respectively.sad
Ag sp-V s QW state at 6.91 eV binding energy;sbd Ag spwith some Agdzz, hybridized with Vs, at 5.45 eV;scd Ag dxz QW state at 4.59 eV;
sdd Ag sp-V dzz QW state at 0.66 eV.

FIG. 6. The square of the wave function of the 2 ML Agsp
quantum-well state as a function of the coordinatez perpendicular
to the surface, for three values of the wave vectorki. The coordi-
natesx0=0, y0=0.5aV are chosen so that the line does not intersect
any pseudopotential sphere used in the calculation.
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lationally invariant, as can be seen in the density plot of the
QW state atki=0 in Fig. 5sdd. Figure 6 confirms the

quantum-well state character of the wave function atḠ, i.e.,
ki=0, where the symmetry gap is fully effective. At
ki=0.37 Å−1, which is just inside the gray box in Fig. 4, the
wave function has a much decreased density outside the first
Ag atom, and extends up to the third and fourth V layer.
Finally, at ki=0.57 Å−1 the wave function is located mostly
on the first two V layers, but extends through the rest of the
slab and has a tail into the vacuum on the other side of our
Ag/V structure. Thus the state has lost its QW character, and
can be more appropriately described as an interface reso-
nance.

These results show that although simple well potential or
phase accumulation models may successfully reproduce the

energies of the QW states at theḠ point with an appropriate
choice of parameters, onlyab initio calculations can give
accurate information about the degree of hybridization with
V orbitals, in particular away from the center of the surface
Brillouin zone, which can be essential for photoemission
cross sections and other properties.

C. Comparison with experiments

In Fig. 7, we have plotted the experimental spectra of
normal photoemission from a monolayer of Ag on Vs100d
sRef. 20d and calculated energies at theḠ point of electronic
states localized on the silver adlayer. The experimental spec-
trum was measured at the ELETTRA synchrotron in Trieste.

The sample was at room temperature, and the energy resolu-
tion of the measurement was around 30–50 meV.8 The
prominent peak at 1.65 eV binding energy has been assigned
to the Agsp quantum-well state, and the one around 5.2 eV
to the Ag d QW state. The full width at half maximum of
both peaks is close to 400 meV.

In Ref. 9, a careful analysis of spectra taken in a similar
experiment, in which the energy resolution was around
10 meV and the temperature could be varied, showed that at
60 K the 2 ML sp QW peak width is around 360 meV,
which was decomposed into various contributions. Based on
those results, we can attribute around 200 meV of the line-
width in Fig. 7 to the finite lifetime of the holesthis contri-
bution depends roughly quadratically upon the binding en-
ergy of the QW stated, 150 meV to impurity and phonon
scattering, and the remaining 30–50 meV to the experimen-
tal resolution. In Ref. 8, it was found that a large part of the
apparent width of thed QW peak around 5.2 eV comes from
the fact that it is a doublet, with the two components split by
around 120 meV. The splitting is due to the spin-orbit cou-
pling, which is not included in our calculations. Another
peak which can be attributed to ad QW state occurs at
4.7 eV binding energy. It is quite weak in the spectrum
shown here but has a larger intensity at other photon ener-
gies. It is a singlet, with a width around 95 meV.8

The results of our calculations are shown as lines of vari-
ous style and height. The height indicates the degree of lo-
calization of the electronic state on the silver adlayer, which
gives a rough estimate of the expected photoemission
strength. Thus the state ofs symmetry at 1.65 eV is shown
with a full height line, since it lies in the symmetry gap of
vanadium and cannot propagate into the bulk, although it has
a strong component on the first V layer, as already discussed
for the 2 ML QW state. Similarly, the Agd states ofdxy and
dx2-y2 symmetry at larger binding energies also form QW
states due to symmetry mismatch with substrate bands, as do
the dxz, dyz states which are shown with a line of double
height since they are degenerate atk=0. The states derived
from Ag dzz orbitals, however, are shown as half-height gray
lines, since they readily hybridize with thes band of the
vanadium substrate. These states have also a small admixture
of Ag s orbitals. Finally, we have denoted the state at
6.56 eV also by a black bar, i.e., as a QW state ofs symme-
try, because in our calculation the wave function decreases
approximately exponentially on the deeper vanadium layers.
However, our calculation with only seven layers of vanadium
underestimates the width of thes band of V, and a more
appropriate description of this state may be that of ans reso-
nance at the bottom of the vanadiums band.

The calculated energy of thes QW state atE=1.65 eV
agrees well with the peak in the experimental spectrum. The
energies ofd quantum-well states, however, are around 1 eV
too high compared to the experimental peaks. There is no
reason for any shift of the experimental photoemission peaks
of the d states compared tosp, and this discrepancy appears
to be a deficiency of the density-functional calculation. It is
indeed known that local density-functional calculations tend
to place thed bands of silversand other noble metals as welld
too close to the Fermi energy, as discussed in Ref. 21 and
references therein.

FIG. 7. Experimental normal emission photoelectron spectra of
1 ML Ag films deposited on Vs100d surface, and the energy eigen-
values of Ag quantum-well states and resonances obtained in DFT
calculations of 1 ML Ag on a seven layer Vs100d substrate. Black
bars: the QW states originating from Ags orbitals, strongly hybrid-
ized with dzz orbitals on the underlying V atomssthe QW state at
E=1.65 eVd, and with the correspondings orbitals sthe QW state
aroundE=6.56 eVd. Dashed bars: the Agd QW states of various
symmetries. Gray bars: the Ags QW resonances, which lie within
the vanadiums bands. See the discussion in the text.
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We obtain good agreement for the energies of thesp QW
states at theḠ point for thicker Ag films as well. In Table I,
we show the calculated energies of the highest state ofsp
symmetry, for films from 1 to 5 ML of Ag. In all cases,
except possibly for 3 ML, the energies fall in the symmetry
gap discussed earlier. The results are compared with the val-
ues measured in normal photoemission.9 The agreement is
very good, considering the finite width and the temperature
dependence of the experimental peaks. There is no direct
measurement of the QW state in 3 ML Ag films, which are
probably structurally unstable.6 However, in Ref. 19 photo-
emission spectra have been reported from Ag films on
Vs100d of nominal coverage of 2.5 ML, which presumably
consist of regions of 2 ML and 3 ML coverage. In Fig. 4 of
that reference, the broad peak around 2.3 eV, which is the
upper edge of the vanadiums band, is assigned to photo-
emission from a QW state or resonance associated with the 3
ML regions, in good agreement with our calculated value.

The dispersion of Ag QW states can be compared with
off-normal ARPES experiments. In Fig. 4, we have marked

by a gray box theE-ki region in theḠ-M̄ direction in which
the angle-resolved PES spectra of 2 ML Ag films on vana-
dium have been reported.15,16 Comparing the thick lines in
our calculation to the density plot of the off-normal photo-
emission intensity in Fig. 6.14 of Ref. 15 and Fig. 2 of Ref.
16, we see that the agreement is excellent. Both the quadratic

dispersion of the QW state around theḠ point and the sub-
sequent bending down, as well as the transfer of photoemis-
sion intensity to the vanadium-induced states which cross the
Fermi level at finiteki, are seen in the experimental spectra.
It is interesting that our calculations find a quite different

behavior in theḠ-X̄ direction, where a state with binding
energy slightly larger than the QW state acquires a signifi-

cant weight on the surface atoms soon after leaving theḠ

point of the Brillouin zone. This direction, however, has not
been investigated by ARPES experiments.

In Refs. 15–17, standing-wave patterns around surface de-
fects have been observed in STM images taken on
1–5-ML-thick Ag films on Vs100d at room temperature. The
defects were mostly point scatterers, and in some cases also
surface steps. Such patterns are known to originate from the
interference of electrons with predominantly two-
dimensional character, usually surface states,22 on localized
potentials. This is a rare example of standing waves in a
room-temperature experiment, as most other observations
have been done at low temperatures. It indicates a strongly
enhanced two-dimensionality of electronic states in silver
overlayers with energies around the Fermi level at large val-
ues of the wave vectorki. In the unsupported silver mono-
layer, Fig. 1, the Fermi level is crossed by thes band at
aroundki=0.8 Å−1. For 1 ML and 2 ML Ag films on Vs100d,
Figs. 3 and 4, states largely localized at the surfacesthick
linesd also appear in this range ofki. Strong hybridization
with vanadium states makes the whole picture rather compli-
cated, and a quantitative interpretation of the STM experi-
ments is not possible at present.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Our calculations of the electronic states in few monolay-
ers thick silver films on Vs100d substrate have shown that
there is a strong localization of silver-derived states within
the Ag layer, due to the mismatch of the electronic structure
of the two metals. The localization is particularly noticeable

at theḠ point of the surface Brillouin zone, where quantum-
well states of boths charactersclose to the Fermi leveld and
d charactersat more than 3 eV binding energyd appear on Ag
films. States ofdzz symmetry, on the other hand, readily hy-
bridize with vanadiums electrons, which are symmetry com-
patible. Hybridization effects also become more important
away from the center of the Brillouin zone. We have ob-
tained good agreement with photoemission experimental
spectra, both in the direction normal to the surface and with
the available measurements in off-normal directions.
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